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Have you ever driven to the middle of no-where, setup your equipment, and only then, wondered what 

you were going to look at that night? That described my early observing outings many years ago. With a 

young family at home, when I would get out to observe, I wanted to maximize my observing efforts. 

What became apparent to me was that I needed a plan for each observing outing to achieve this.  

How many of you have driven to your planned observing location, just to realize you left some 

important items at home? Hopefully, it was not that one item you needed to salvage any chance to 

observe that night. 

If you chose to do Astronomical League Observing Programs (ALOP), the what you will observe on your 

next outing is answered. There is so much more that goes into planning your next observing outing than 

just what you will observe. 

The process I use to plan my next observing outing has evolved over many years. At the heart of this 

process is the use of an astronomy database program. In 1999, I used Steve Tuma’s Deepsky Astronomy 

Software (Deepsky Astronomy Software - The best deep sky astronomy software (mikehotka.com)) 

program on my PC. Today, I use the Greg  Crinklaw’s Standard Edition of SkyTools 4 (ST4) (SkyTools 4 

Standard Edition (skyhound.com)).  

All I need are two, of the many features of these programs to plan my next observing outing. One 

feature allows you to create a log entry for each object I have observed. The other feature generates 

observing lists. These observing lists contain the object designations for the ALOP you are currently 

working on.  

https://mikehotka.com/DAS/index.htm
https://skyhound.com/st4v_se.html
https://skyhound.com/st4v_se.html
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Managing observing lists is what ST4 does very well. ST4 can import a list of object designations defined 

in a text file into a named observing list, add objects one at a time using a search feature to an observing 

list, or download popular observing lists from the skyhound website with a built-in download feature.  

ST4 can store many different observing lists. I have an observing list for each ALOP I am working on, a 

few double star lists, and other lists for objects I want to observe from sources I found on the Internet. 

As seen in the above image, ST4 manages only one observing list in its active observing mode. In this 

example, it is one of my double star observing lists. One of the many sort features for the active list 

allows you to display those objects you have not observed before, i.e., those object designations that do 

not have a log entry record in the ST4 database. ST4 will then sort the objects by their best time they 

can be observed. 
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With this best time to observe an object list, the order you will observe each object on your next outing 

is complete. 

At home, I manage my ST4 observing lists using my tower PC. It is the master ST4 database repository 

for all the items ST4 manages. In the field, I run ST4 on my laptop next to my telescope. I use a thumb 

drive to transfer the complete exported ST4 database from the tower PC to the laptop. I use the ST4 

database import function on the laptop to update all the ST4 information managed on the tower PC.  

 

I use a Sky Commander (SC) Digital Setting Circles with my telescopes. If the objects on your next 

outing’s observing list are not in the SC’s database of objects, I program the 100 user defined objects 

with the Right Ascension and Declination of those objects. The SC uses a SXX designation for these 

objects, starting with index S00 through index S99. As I program each object into my SC, I add a note to 

that object in ST4 with the SXX index I used. When I am ready to observe this object in the field, I can 

see the note and use the SC accordingly to locate the object. 
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I always am considering having resources available in the field if my technology refuses to work in the 

field. I always print a paper copy of the ST4 best time to observe the objects display for my next outing 

observing list. I use my PC’s screen capture function and capture an image of each section of the 

observing list as displayed by ST4. Once printed, I can use this printout as a backup, if needed. 

When my observing location has 120v electricity, I don’t worry about my laptop batteries dying. If 

something happens and they do expire, I have the SkySafari app (SkySafari 7 | Professional Astronomy 

Telescope Control Software for iOS (skysafariastronomy.com)) loaded on my Android phone. This is 

where my backup star charts are if I need to star-hop to the objects on my observing list.  

It is rare, but I’ve had my SC fail to find objects on a few occasions. In almost all cases, the encoder for 

one axis was slipping. The other culprit is a bad cable connection between the encoders and the SC 

computer. Both issues would be difficult to diagnose using a red light.  

You drove to this observing location to observe, not to fix your technology in the dark. If I align my SC 

twice and it still fails to find objects, I turn off the SC and star-hop the rest of the night. The SkySafari 

interface provides me with enough reference stars to allow me to do this.  

The next thing to consider is where you are going to go to observe on your next outing. For me, it all 

depends on which of my favorite observing locations will have the best viewing forecast. I watch the 

forecasts for each of these locations in the days leading up to the night I chose to observe. Sometimes, I 

make my decision of which site to drive too at the very last moment. On my website, I have many links I 

can click and quickly determine which observing location will be the best. 

 

At this point, you are ready for your next outing. All you need to do is to load your vehicle and off you 

go. To ensure I have everything I need for observing, I have made two lists of things I take with me to 

make my observing outings successful. One list is for an overnight outing and the other list is for a multi-

night outing. Below is the overnight list I use to pack my car. This is an all-inclusive list and there are 

seasonal items listed that I might not take with me in the summer. 

https://skysafariastronomy.com/
https://skysafariastronomy.com/
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When I am ready to load my car, I print out the appropriate list. I check an item off the list only when I 

physically load it into my vehicle.  

If you are in the field and find you wished you had a certain item or tool with you right now, add a note 

about this to your observing log and when you get home, add it to your packing list so you will have the 

item with you the next time you go out. 

My vehicle is a Toyota Pruis V. Below are picture of how I packed it with all the items, including my 

12.5”, f/8 telescope, I needed when I attended the 2019 Texas Star Party. 
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There is much more to planning your next observing outing that I will expand upon in future articles. The 

additional resources you will need are important to gather during the planning process. For instance, if 

you are going to do the Open Cluster Observing Program, you need pictures of the open clusters. The 

Messier open clusters are obvious knots of many stars. But the Berkeley or Harvard open clusters are 

often just a few stars and sometimes in a star rich area of the sky. To identify which stars are part of the 

open cluster, you need an image. More on this in later articles. 

 

 

 


